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Abstract6

We show that sub-spreading events i.e., transmission events in which an infection propagates to few or7

no individuals, can be surprisingly important for defining the lifetime of an infectious disease epidemic and8

hence its waiting time to elimination or fade-out, measured from the time-point of its last observed case.9

While limiting super-spreading promotes more effective control when cases are growing, we find that when10

incidence is waning, curbing sub-spreading is more important for achieving reliable elimination of the11

epidemic. Controlling super-spreading in this low-transmissibility phase offers diminishing returns over12

non-selective population-wide measures. By restricting sub-spreading we efficiently dampen remaining13

variations among event reproduction numbers, which minimises the risk of premature and late end-of-14

epidemic declarations. Because case-ascertainment rates can be modelled in exactly the same way as15

control policies, we concurrently show that the under-reporting of sub-spreading events during waning16

phases will engender overconfident assessments of epidemic elimination. While controlling sub-spreading17

may not be easily realised, the likely neglecting of these events by surveillance systems could result in18

unexpectedly risky end-of-epidemic declarations. Super-spreading controls the size of the epidemic peak19

but sub-spreading mediates the variability of its tail.20

Key-words: infectious diseases, heterogeneity, overdispersion, super-spreading, elimination, reproduction numbers.21

BACKGROUND22

Emerging infectious diseases are a major and recurring threat to both global health and economies. The ongoing23

COVID-19 pandemic has exemplified this, highlighting a need for improved understanding on how interventions24

might be applied and relaxed to jointly minimise public health risks and socio-economic costs. Key parameters,25

which characterise the impact of interventions on the transmission dynamics of an infectious disease are the time-26

varying reproduction number, denoted Rs at time s, with mean µs, [1] and the dispersion level, k, of the offspring27
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distribution of the epidemic [2]. The first describes transmission potential by measuring the number of secondary28

infections per primary case at s. The second defines transmission heterogeneity i.e., it captures the variation of29

possible Rs about mean µs. The values of these parameters can substantially influence intervention policy and30

much debate remains on their implications for both epidemic control and elimination [3], [4], [5].31

A µs > 1 forewarns of rising incidence (new cases), necessitating the application of controls, while µs <32

1 signifies that the epidemic is being controlled, potentially allowing the relaxation of some interventions [1].33

However, the risk and effectiveness of policies are modulated by k. If k � 1 then transmission is homogeneous34

(µs is representative of the realised Rs) and we can apply simple, population-wide controls. Alternatively, if35

k < 1, then heterogeneity is large (the epidemic offspring distribution is overdispersed). This means that infrequent36

super-spreading events, in which each primary case causes � µs secondary ones, disproportionately drive overall37

transmission [2]. The majority of other transmission events, which we refer to as sub-spreading events, lead to fewer38

than µs or even 0 secondary cases. Heterogeneous epidemics may require more targeted, event-specific policy as39

population-wide measures can often be ineffectual [6], [2].40

Many works have examined how k and µs interact to regulate the effectiveness of control measures applied to41

growing epidemics. When transmission is heterogeneous, the consensus is that interventions aimed at mitigating42

super-spreading events (e.g., by limiting large gatherings) can minimise both peak epidemic size and resource-usage43

[2], [7], [8]. While these insights inform on how to efficiently impose control measures, the converse problem of44

when to safely release interventions and de-escalate surveillance, for waning epidemics, has been understudied [9],45

[10]. The importance of this problem will only elevate as countries currently debate the value of elimination-based46

strategies for handling the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic [11], [3]. In this paper we investigate this relaxation47

problem in the context of achieving reliable and minimum-risk end-of-epidemic declarations.48

The timing of an end-of-epidemic declaration is strategically crucial as it triggers the removal of restrictions or49

control measures, the re-allocation of resources and the resumption of trade, travel and other economic activities.50

However, getting this timing right is both non-trivial and consequential. Early declarations (and hence intervention51

relaxation) can elevate the risk of resurgence or second waves, whereas late ones can cause needless cost. Much52

is unknown about how the transmission dynamics of an infectious disease dictate the tail of an epidemic. Recent53

studies suggests that this knowledge-gap may have led to early declarations for Ebola virus disease (EVD) in West54

Africa [12] and late ones for MERS-CoV in South Korea [13].55

Prime among these unknowns is the influence of heterogeneity and its associated targeted interventions. While56

some studies have started analysing the interacting roles of µs and k to decipher this influence [12], [14], a general57

framework for rigorously testing hypotheses about how heterogeneity and control choices impact end-of-epidemic58

declarations is lacking. We extend theory from [2], [15] to develop such a framework, which allows us to generate59
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novel and principled insight into how µs and k (and hence possible Rs values) mediate the tail of an epidemic. We60

take a bottom-up approach, tracing how heterogeneity in transmission, defined by variations in Rs due to k, causes61

fluctuations in incidence, which then manifest as noise in the probability of epidemic fade-out or elimination.62

As this probability defines our confidence in any end-of-epidemic declaration [15], we obtain a measure of the63

risk of that declaration. This framework leads to several new results. First, we observe that while decreasing k64

(increasing heterogeneity) reduces the mean waiting time to elimination, measured from the last observed reported65

case (a standard reference point [16]), it also increases the maximum waiting time. This contextualises the common66

assertion that heterogeneity increases the likelihood of epidemic extinction [17], showing that while this may happen67

on average, the increased uncertainty it brings actually hampers safe end-of-epidemic declarations.68

Second, we find that sub-spreading, surprisingly, plays a larger part than super-spreading in setting the uncertainty69

around the probability of elimination and hence end-of-epidemic declarations. We confirm this by testing three70

control strategies, which target (i) all transmission events, (ii) super-spreading and (iii) sub-spreading at a fixed71

level of control effort ρ (the mean reproduction number is then ρµs). Strikingly, we see that waning epidemics,72

which feature ρµs < 1, are most reliably eliminated by curbing sub-spreading events. Moreover, we find the benefits73

of super-spreading control relative to the simpler approach of (i) largely disappear in this epidemic phase.74

Because ρ can equally model the mean case reporting or ascertainment rate [18], results from (i)-(iii) concurrently75

describe the impact of uniform, size-inverse (super-spreading events are under-ascertained) and size-biased (sub-76

spreading is under-ascertained) reporting, respectively. Consequently, we uncover that the under-reporting of sub-77

spreading events, which is likely, can engender overconfident and risky end-of-epidemic declarations. These issues78

are in addition to known biases that under-reporting cause for epidemic elimination [15]. Robustly assessing the79

endpoint of an outbreak may therefore require either targetting interventions at sub-spreading events (if possible)80

or increasing contact tracing surveillance to minimise the under-reporting of those events.81

One defining characteristic of heterogeneous transmission is an excess of sub-spreading events [2]. However,82

these events have received little attention in the literature. Only recently has the importance of sub-spreading been83

recognised, in related network epidemic models [19]. Our results draw attention to the unexpected influence of84

sub-spreading, clarifying its impact on epidemic elimination and adding context and detail to the subtleties of85

controlling and monitoring epidemics with overdispersed transmission. Hopefully, our framework will help inform86

guidelines for achieving safe and efficient end-of-epidemic declarations and intervention de-escalations in the face87

of heterogeneity and improve understanding of the complex dynamics driving real epidemics.88
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METHODS89

Renewal models with heterogeneous transmission90

We consider an outbreak observed daily over the time period (in days) [1, t] with the number of infected cases91

on day s ≤ t as Is. The incidence curve of this epidemic is denoted It1 := {I1, I2 . . . , It}. We model the time-92

varying transmission of a communicable disease within a population using a renewal process [20] [21]. This process93

describes how an infection spreads from a primary case to secondary ones at time s using two key variables: the94

effective reproduction number, Rs, and the generation time distribution, with probability wu at time u. Here Rs is95

the number of secondary cases at time s every effective case at s− 1 infects, while wu gives the probability that96

the average time for a primary to secondary transmission is u days [20].97

Under this renewal process framework, the observed incident cases at time s depend on Rs and past cases (over98

period [1, s− 1]) according to the Poisson (Pois) relation on the left side of Eq. (1).99

Is ∼ Pois(RsΛs), Rs ∼ Gam(k, µsk
−1) (1)100

101

Here Λs :=
∑s−1

u=1 Is−uwu, which depends on Is−1
1 , is known as the total infectiousness. It characterises how many102

past effective cases contribute to the next observed case-count at s. The generation time distribution (which we103

assume to be equal to the serial interval distribution) is central to defining the impact of each past case [20].104

If we describe an epidemic as consisting of a sequence of spreading or transmission events, with the reproduction105

number of the spreading event at time s as Rs then standard renewal models assume a fixed Rs [21], [22], [23].106

This formulation, while useful, does not account for possible heterogeneities in transmission, which are known107

features of many respiratory diseases such as the SARS and MERS coronaviruses [2]. If we define a distribution108

over Rs with mean E[Rs] = µs then these models set P(Rs = µs) = 1. Heterogeneous transmission is a mean109

preserving spread of this condition i.e. events with fixed mean µs can have different Rs values.110

We define super-spreading events as those driven by Rs significantly larger than µs. This characterisation differs111

slightly from the standard in [2], which directly uses numbers of secondary cases. Since the renewal model has112

long-term memory (i.e. factors in the age of infections via Λs) using Is would not be as appropriate here. However,113

because Is behaves like a noisy, scaled version of Rs (by the properties of Poisson mixtures [24]), these two114

definitions are largely consistent. In this work we consider the end of the epidemic, which follows the waning115

phase of the epidemic. This contrasts the development in [2], which focusses on the growth phase. We define sub-116

spreading events as having Rs notably smaller than µs. This type of event has received appreciably less attention117

(than super-spreading ones) and is our main topic of study.118

If we make the usual assumption that Rs is gamma (Gam) distributed with shape k and scale µsk−1 i.e. the right119

side of Eq. (1), then we obtain the negative binomial (NB) relation Is ∼ NB
(
k, µsΛs

µsΛs+k

)
. This is the most common120
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method for incorporating heterogeneity within renewal model frameworks [12], [25], [14]. As k gets smaller the121

likelihood of both super- and sub-spreading events increases [2], [24]. Special cases are at k → ∞, k = 1 and122

k → 0 for which Is has a Poisson, geometric and logarithmic distribution respectively with mean µsΛs [18]. Many123

of the infectious diseases that feature significant heterogeneity have been found to exhibit k < 1 [2], [26]. Note124

that this NB model can also be used to describe reporting noise and other types of heterogeneity.125

Variation in reproduction numbers and incidence126

We explicitly characterise how heterogeneity in transmission can control the incidence of an epidemic and then127

assess the implications of this observation. Consider any arbitrary distribution over the effective reproduction number128

at time s, Rs, with mean µs. Using the law of total expectation we can write EI [Is] = EREI [Is |Rs] with the129

subscripts clarifying (when needed) about which variable we are taking expectations. Using the renewal model (left130

expression in Eq. (1)), we obtain the straightforward but general Eq. (2) below.131

E[Is] = ΛsE[Rs] = Λsµs (2)132
133

Eq. (2) shows that for any renewal model there is a direct relationship between mean incidence and µs.134

Similarly, we apply the law of total variance to get: V[Is] = ER[VI [Is |Rs]] + VR[EI [Is |Rs]] [24] (with V[.]135

indicating variance). Expanding this for renewal models we derive Eq. (3), which holds for any Rs distribution.136

V[Is] = E[Is] + Λ2
s V[Rs] (3)137

138

If we substitute the statistics from the standard gamma Rs distribution (right expression in Eq. (1)) we recover the139

usual variance of the NB incidence distribution i.e. Λsµs + Λ2
sµ

2
sk
−1 [12]. The key takeaway from Eq. (3) is that,140

given the past (summarised by Λs), the variance of the reproduction numbers linearly controls that of the incidence141

at any time. Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) explain why we can generally map dynamics of Rs onto Is.142

As a result, we can decipher the influence of super- and sub-spreading events (which are respectively linked to143

the tail and head i.e the right and left portions of the Rs distribution) by investigating the level of heterogeneity144

or variation among reproduction numbers. This is useful because it is hard to reliably estimate secondary cases145

caused by past primary cases during the waning stages of the epidemic [13].146

The impact of control measures [2] or under-reporting [18] (which are often mathematical analogues) can be147

measured by their signature on the variance-to-mean ratio (VM) of the incidence: VM[Is] := V[Is]/E[Is]. Using148

Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) we obtain Eq. (4) connecting the VM ratios of Rs to Is.149

VM[Is] = 1 + ΛsVM[Rs] (4)150
151
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Thus, once again the statistics of Rs strongly modulate those of Is at any time, for a given Λs. While this result152

is simple, its ramifications, which are meaningful, have not been explored.153

Understanding how properties of the Rs distribution map onto the related Is one, which is a mixed Poisson154

distribution, provides insights into other epidemic properties. From mixed Poisson theory [24] we deduce that (a)155

if Rs is unimodal and continuous then Is is also unimodal, (b) the shape of Is will be similar to that of the mixing156

distribution describing Rs (e.g. when Rs is exponential, Is becomes geometrically distributed) and (c) every mixed157

Poisson distribution corresponds to a unique mixing distribution i.e. multiple Rs distributions cannot map to the158

same Is distribution [24]. Properties (a)–(c) establish that much about super- and sub-spreading events can be159

learned from Rs. We will exploit these relationships to better understand epidemic elimination and heterogeneity.160

Elimination probabilities and epidemic lifetimes161

We define an epidemic to be eliminated (or extinct) [5] at some time s if no future infected (local) cases are162

observed i.e. Is+1 = Is+2 = · · · = I∞ = 0 [15], [5]. If we initially assume that all future mean reproduction163

numbers, µ∞s+1, are known, then we can construct the probability of elimination given some sample R∞s+1 from164

µ∞s+1 (see Eq. (1)) as zs = P(
∑∞

j=s+1 Ij = 0 |R∞s+1, I
s
1). As we condition on the sample R∞s+1 and because165

incidence is non-negative and Ij does not depend on R∞j+1, we can decompose zs to get Eq. (5).166

zs :=
∏∞
j=s+1 P (Ij = 0 |Rj , Is1) (5)167

168

From Eq. (1), P (Ij = 0 |Rj , Is1) = e−ΛjRj (also see [3]) and we obtain Eq. (6), with future Λj computed by169

incorporating the Ijs+1 = 0 terms from above as pseudo-data (see [15], [27]).170

log zs = −
∑∞

j=s+1 ΛjRj (6)171
172

Hence, the elimination probability has an uncomplicated log-linear dependence on the sample sequence of reproduc-173

tion numbers and accordingly depends on all future spreading events. This type of relationship is maintained even174

if we generalise Eq. (1) to include case observation noise (e.g due to importation or delays) [22], [28]. Methods175

for inferring zs given these noise sources are currently being developed in [15], [10].176

While Eq. (5) can be computed at any time, commonly elimination is only considered when zero-case days are177

observed in sequence [13], [16]. Keeping to convention, we will often present results in terms of ∆s, which is the178

time relative to that at which incidence was last non-zero, t0. We compute the relative time at which the epidemic179

is eliminated with α% confidence, given the transmission event sample R∞s+1 , as tα in Eq. (7).180

tα = arg min
s
zs − t0 ≥ α

100 (7)181
182
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Eq. (7) also gives the time that an epidemic, composed of spreading events R∞s+1, can be declared over with at least183

α% confidence [29], [15]. This confidence reflects the remaining variability among possible epidemic trajectories184

despite conditioning on the fixed future R∞s+1 sample and past observed incidence Is1 .185

If we think of the epidemic as a process that generates infections then its survival function, which captures186

the probability of the epidemic propagating at least 1 future case after s, is precisely 1 − zs. The mean lifetime187

of the epidemic then follows from survival theory (where it is called the mean time to failure) as
∑∞

s=1(1 − zs)188

[30]. Given R∞s+1, we can compute this lifetime exactly, as Λ∞s+1 only depends on future incidence values, which189

are all 0 for this condition [15]. Hence zs has an influential role in determining the risk of epidemic survival. As190

end-of-epidemic declarations times depend on zs, this risk has important public health and economic implications.191

However, we cannot know what sample from µ∞s+1 will be realised, and must account for this uncertainty, which192

derives from the heterogeneity in transmission and hence depends on the levels of super- and sub-spreading. Since,193

practically, an authority would want a single time for declaring an epidemic to be eliminated or over [16], we need194

some way of summarising the range of zs curves and hence tα values that could result. We propose two such195

statistics: the mean z̄s and the minimum zs,min. The resulting declaration times are then t̄α and tα,max. The mean196

elimination probability was used in [15], while the worst case (minimum) was proposed in [29].197

We derive z̄s exactly from Eq. (6) as E[e−
∑∞

j=s+1RjΛj ]. This yields Eq. (8) with MRj
as the moment generating198

function according to the distribution of Rj , which we evaluate at Λj [31].199

z̄s = E[zs] =
∏∞
j=s+1 MRj

(−Λj) (8)200
201

This formulation has immediate consequences [20]. First, z̄s ≥
∏∞
j=s+1 e

−Λjµj . Ignoring heterogeneity will therefore202

on average result in our underestimating the elimination probability and so overestimating when the outbreak is203

over with α% confidence. This extends earlier works, which used simpler branching process epidemic models to204

link heterogeneity and extinction [2], to more realistic renewal epidemic descriptions [7].205

Second, because MRj
has a unique correspondence to the distribution over Rj [31], sub- and super-spreading206

events have direct roles in shaping the mean elimination probability. For example, given some threshold c, Chernoff’s207

bound stipulates that MRj
(−Λj) ≥ e−cΛjP(Rj ≥ c), with P(Rj ≥ c) specifying our spreading event likelihoods.208

Last, under the gamma distribution in Eq. (1) we can explicitly compute Eq. (8) as Eq. (9) [31].209

z̄s =
∏∞
j=s+1

(
1 + Λjµjk

−1
)−k (9)210

211

Eq. (9) provides intuition into how the offspring dispersion parameter k controls the mean elimination probability212

and hence the epidemic lifetime. Applying the product rule, we can show that dz̄s
dk < 0, proving that as heterogeneity213

rises i.e. k gets smaller, z̄s (and hence t̄α) always increases (respectively decreases).214
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While the worst case elimination probability, zs,min, does not admit such analytic development and so is215

computed via simulation, we gain some insight about its behaviour from the variance among the zs curves:216

V[zs] = V [
∏∞
j=s+1 e

−ΛjRj ]. Each term in this product is independent so we decompose this to
∏∞
j=s+1 E[e−2ΛjRj ]−217 ∏∞

j=s+1 E[e−ΛjRj ]2 to get Eq. (10) with z̄s taken from Eq. (8).218

V[zs] =
∏∞
j=s+1 MRj

(−2Λj)− z̄2
s (10)219

220

We obtain an explicit form for Eq. (10) by substituting the moment generating functions for gamma distributions221

as in Eq. (9). It follows that limk→∞V[zs] = 0. We generally find that as k falls, variation among zs curves and222

hence possible tα increases (see Results). The gap between tα,max and t̄α widens with heterogeneity.223

Understanding how variation in Rs maps to uncertainty in elimination times is the main focus of this work.224

Specifically, we examine how changes to this variation, due to different control or case ascertainment strategies,225

express themselves in our ability to reliably adjudge the endpoint of the epidemic. In the Results we exploit the226

mathematical framework developed here to investigate how z̄s and zs,min, which are two measures of the aggregate227

risk of an epidemic, depend on super- and sub-spreading events. Based on these, we attempt to derive policies for228

reliably eliminating an epidemic i.e. reducing its lifetime with minimum risk. This moment generating function229

approach to elimination or fade-out is novel.230

RESULTS231

Reducing variation among reproduction numbers232

In Eq. (4) we showed how VM ratios of the event reproduction numbers, Rs, directly control those of the incidence233

values, Is. We first verify this relationship on numerous epidemics simulated according to the heterogeneous renewal234

model of Eq. (1). We consider epidemics characterised by an initial exponential growth followed by drastic control235

(e.g. a lockdown measure) and compute the VM ratios of both Is and Rs for all times s of the epidemics. Fig. 1236

shows that as heterogeneity increases (i.e. k falls) the VM of Is and Rs both rise, despite different mean values237

across the possible epidemics as well as varying total infectiousness Λs.238

This solidifies the idea of modulating VM[Is] via the control of VM[Rs]. We consider three main strategies for239

implementing control in a heterogeneous epidemic. To make notation simpler we drop the subscript s and constrain240

all control protocols to reduce the mean reproduction number from µ to ρµ with ρ ≤ 1. Consequently, after control241

the new distribution describing R satisfies
∫∞

0 P(R) dR = 1 and
∫∞

0 P(R)R dR = ρµ. These descriptions also242

model case reporting or ascertainment schemes, where ρ is the sample or reporting fraction instead [18].243

(i) Uniform control (constant reporting). Also called population-wide control and introduced in [18], this protocol244

assumes that all event reproduction numbers are reduced by the constant fraction ρ. This is achieved by rescaling245
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Fig. 1: VM ratios of incidence and reproduction numbers. We simulate 2000 epidemics under a reproduction
number profile that has fixed mean of 2.5 up to s = 80 and then a step change fall to 0.5 until elimination, using the
generation time distribution from [14]. We vary the offspring dispersion k of the renewal model used to generate
the epidemics and compute the VM ratio of Rs and Is at every time s. As expected from Eq. (4), there is a strong
correspondence between VM[Rs] and VM[Is] (mediated by Λs) and smaller k inflates both values.

Eq. (1) so that R ∼ Gam(k, ρµk−1) and is the simplest type of control that can be applied. Uniform control admits246

the analytic VM[R] = ρµk−1, which falls linearly as ρ → 0. It is equivalent to constant (or Bernoulli) reporting247

with the probability of observation or sampling any type of spreading event set at ρ.248

(ii) Super-spreading control (size-inverse reporting). Also called targeted control, and formulated in [7], this249

strategy disproportionately reduces super-spreading events and is within the class of individual-specific control250

measures detailed in [2]. It is implemented by upper-truncating the distribution of R at some maximum value b251

and rescaling so that
∫ b

0 P(R) dR = 1 and
∫ b

0 P(R)R dR = ρµ. Here b defines the event R we consider associated252

with super-spreading. This is equivalent to size-inverse case ascertainment where super-spreading events are under-253

sampled. In this analogy b is the right under-reporting point i.e. we never observe events with R > b.254

(iii) Sub-spreading control (size-biased reporting). This a novel intervention that we introduce here. It focuses255

on removing the sub-spreading events and is the converse of (ii). The gamma distribution of R is lower-truncated256

at some minimum value a and rescaled so that
∫∞
a P(R) dR = 1 and

∫∞
a P(R)R dR = ρµ. We use a to define257

sub-spreading events. This scheme is analogous to a size-biased case reporting strategy in which events producing258

few cases are under-sampled, with a as the left under-reporting point of the R distribution i.e. we never sample259

R < a. As (ii) and (iii) do not admit simple VM expressions and we investigate them through simulation.260

As a → 0 and b → ∞ all three control (or reporting) measures (and the scale parameter of their respective261

gamma R distributions) converge. They also converge as k → ∞ since the R distribution becomes degenerate at262
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ρµ under these conditions and there is no heterogeneity. For simplicity, from this point we will usually refer to263

schemes (i)-(iii) via their control classification, switching to their reporting analogue only later when discussing264

results. We treat uniform control as a baseline since it ignores the specific form of the R distribution. While265

preferentially limiting super-spreading is sensible, and has been shown to have superior performance relative to266

uniform control [2], sub-spreading control has, to our knowledge, not been investigated. This is likely because it267

seems counter-intuitive to focus on events with low transmission potential.268

However, we propose sub-spreading control based on the observation that a key source of the extra variability269

that over-dispersed distributions possess results from the increased probability of observing a zero sample i.e. zero270

inflation [32]. In an epidemic with heterogeneous transmission an excess of zero secondary cases would likely271

result from the sub-spreading event reproduction numbers. Here we investigate, for a fixed mean control effort ρ,272

whether the excess zeros or the extreme-tail events (i.e. the super-spreading ones) are more critical for shaping273

VM[I] (later we map VM[I] onto our elimination probabilities). We examine various k and compute the VM ratios274

for control strategies (i)–(iii) in Fig. 2 for increasing control effort i.e. decreasing ρ.275

Fig. 2: Control strategies and their VM ratios. We compute the VM ratios of the R distributions resulting from
uniform (green), super-spreading (red) and sub-spreading (blue) control measures for various k with a = 1/10 and
b = 10. Before control E[R] = µ = 3 and after control E[R] = ρµ with smaller ρ indicating increased average
control effort. We find that when ρµ is large limiting super-spreading is most effective in reducing VM[R]. However,
as ρµ decreases interventions targeting sub-spreading becomes the most effective.

Intriguingly, we find that when the controlled mean R i.e. ρµ is large, super-spreading control is most effective276

in reducing the VM ratio of the reproduction numbers. However, as the epidemic is better controlled and so ρµ277

falls, sub-spreading controls becomes the best intervention with respect to the VM ratio. This would make sense if278

as the mean controlled reproduction number falls the tail (super-spreading) events become increasingly improbable,279
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meaning that most of the variability derives from the sub-spreading events. We confirm this notion in Fig. 3, which280

examines the cumulative distribution function F (R) at the extreme values of Fig. 2.281

Fig. 3: Control strategies shape R distributions. We plot the cumulative distribution function F (R) for uniform
(green), super-spreading (red) and sub-spreading (blue) control measures for a renewal model with k = 0.5 at large
and small ρµ from Fig. 2. We find that super-spreading control is best (in terms of VM ratios) at large ρµ because
there is a notable probability of super-spreading events which becomes truncated under this measure i.e. it rises to
1 first. However, when ρµ is small this becomes vastly less important (the super-spreading and uniform controls
converge) and the sub-spreading control rises more quickly.

Here we see that, at large ρµ, limiting super-spreading forces F (R) towards 1 at the fastest rate i.e. the clipping282

of super-spreading events closes the effective support of the R distribution earlier than the other measures. In283

this regime the tail events of the distribution are important. Elimination is not practically possible at such a large284

reproduction number, but this provides an interesting perspective for comparing to the low ρµ regime. There, because285

the tail events are strongly improbable, super-spreading and uniform control converge in behaviour. Interestingly,286

sub-spreading control forces F (R) more quickly to 1 than other measures, by truncating the small reproduction287

numbers. This may explain its performance in Fig. 2.288

This assessment of the VM ratios and the effective reproduction number support (i.e. how quickly F (R) converges289

to 1) does not invalidate the results of [2], where a variant of super-spreading control increased VM ratios. We will290

resolve these apparent contradictions in a later section, highlighting the difference between renewal models and the291

branching processes used in [2]. We next investigate whether these reductions in VM[R] and VM[I] actually improve292

our ability to constrain zs and the epidemic lifetime and hence to achieve reliable end-of-epidemic declaration times.293
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Reducing variation among elimination times294

We examine two data-justified measures of the end of an epidemic: the mean elimination time, t̄α and the295

maximum elimination time tα,max. Both have previously been used for assessing end-of-epidemic declarations296

[13], [15]. As is convention, we focus on 95% confidence and set α = 95. Times t̄α and tα,max are obtained by297

finding when the mean and minimum of the zs curves i.e. z̄s and zs,min, generated from possible future epidemic298

trajectories, first cross 0.95, respectively. We generate possible zs by drawing samples from the distributions of299

R∞s+1 and then computing Eq. (6). All zs curves are conditioned on some fixed past incidence Is1 .300

For our development here we set Is1 to the daily new infections observed over the MERS-CoV epidemic in301

South Korea in 2015, which was investigated in [29]. We then project zero case-days forward in time as in [15]302

but for various hypothetical k values and assess the elimination statistics for each of these scenarios and under the303

control measures (i)–(iii) from above. In the appendix we perform complementary analyses using the incidence of304

the SARS 2003 epidemic in Hong Kong from [22] and simulated EVD data from [33], obtaining consistent results.305

Fig. 4: Mean and worst case elimination probabilities. We compute the mean (z̄s) and worst case (zs,min)
elimination probability curves conditioning on incidence data from the MERS-CoV epidemic in South Korea in
2015 as in [29]. These curves are for various k rising from 0.1 (blue) to 2 (red) under a mean controlled reproduction
number of ρµ = 0.5. We find that increasing heterogeneity (smaller k) leads to the earliest mean elimination time
(the z̄s is largest) and the latest maximum elimination time (the zs,min is smallest). These statistics are obtained
over 2000 simulated future epidemic trajectories for each control scenario listed.

In Fig. 4 we present a range of mean and worst case zs curves for various k with blue indicating the smallest k306

and red the largest. All times are given relative to the last observed non-zero case day. For all control measures we307
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notice an interesting trend. First, and as is expected from Eq. (8), we see that k ranks the mean zs curves, with more308

heterogeneity (smaller k) leading to a larger z̄s. This behaviour is also consistent with [30], [2]. Second, we find309

that this ranking is inverted when we consider the worst case zs,min instead i.e. epidemics with more heterogeneous310

transmission have larger worst case extinction or fade-out times.311

This result is striking. It means that control actions which increase heterogeneity, and have been proposed as the312

most effective type of interventions [2], may lead to a false sense of confidence in the end of the epidemic. This313

follows from their larger worst case elimination times. Heterogeneity has the contrasting effect of contracting the314

mean lifetime of the epidemic but prolonging its maximum lifetime (counted in zero-case days). Since authorities315

would want a single decision time for safely declaring an epidemic to be over [16] and relaxing interventions (e.g.316

to re-open trade or travel), this creates a practical, potentially costly and unexpected complication.317

However, we observe that non-uniform control measures can help alleviate this problem. The sub-spreading318

control scheme considerably shrinks the variation among zs curves. This proceeds from the results of the previous319

section, where we found that, at small mean reproduction numbers (which is realistic when we are near the tail320

or end of an epidemic), limiting sub-spreading significantly reduces VM[Rs] and hence VM[Is] (see Eq. (4)). We321

assess this in more detail by examining all the zs curves, which led to the mean and minima in Fig. 4, and the322

distributions of the 95% declaration times, t95, that result. We provide these in Fig. 5.323

As k becomes larger the difference among all control measures expectedly shrinks. For epidemics with significant324

heterogeneity (k < 1) we observe that both uniform and super-spreading control result in large variations in zs325

(top red and green curves in Fig. 5, which mostly overlay each other). This manifests in a notable spread of 95%326

declaration times (bottom red and green bars of Fig. 5, also overlaid). Sub-spreading control is, however, able to327

suppress much of this variation yielding more deterministic elimination probabilities and declaration times (blue328

curves and bars in Fig. 5) and thus minimising the possibility of early or late declarations.329

We observe consistency in this trend for both EVD and SARS incidence curves in Fig. A.1 of the appendix. We330

further confirm the ability of sub-spreading control as a means of making heterogeneous incidence curves more331

deterministic in behaviour by simulating complete epidemic trajectories under each control measure in the bottom332

panel of Fig. 6. There we see that the VM ratios of the incidence are indeed minimised by sub-spreading control333

measures (the mean incidence from all control measures there is approximately the same).334

At this point, we re-interpret these results from the perspective of case ascertainment. The similarity of super-335

spreading and uniform control mean that reporting strategies that sample possible spreading events with constant336

probability or inversely to their reproduction numbers have approximately the same effect on elimination waiting337

times. This likely follows from the vanishingly low probability of super-spreading. However, size-biased sampling,338

which is not only the analogue to sub-spreading control, but also likely to occur in practice [18], has an important339
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Fig. 5: Elimination curves and declaration times for various control strategies. We simulate 2000 future
trajectories of zero case-days, conditioned on the incidence data of the MERS-CoV epidemic in South Korea in
2015 [29]. Each trajectory is formed by sampling from the R∞s+1 distributions for uniform (green), super-spreading
(red) and sub-spreading (blue) control measures. The top panel shows elimination probabilities (zs) computed under
these trajectories for various k and the bottom panel provides corresponding 95% declaration times (t95). All times
are relative to that of the last observed case and assume ρµ = 0.5 at every future time. We find that sub-spreading
control is most effective at reducing the variability and hence in increasing the reliability of both zs and t95.
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effect. Failing to observe sub-spreading events leads to a strongly overconfident view of elimination. The epidemic340

tail appears far less variable when those events are excluded, leading to risky end-of-epidemic declarations.341

Fig. 6: VM ratios for simulated epidemics. Using either a branching process [2] (top) or renewal model [21]
(bottom) we simulate 104 trajectories under a step-change in mean effective reproduction number, ρµ, from 2.5
to 0.6, with k = 0.25. At each time point we draw event reproduction numbers from the uniform (green), super-
spreading (red) and sub-spreading (blue) distributions with these means. We consistently find, for waning epidemics,
that sub-spreading minimises VM ratios. The mean incidence from all methods is approximately the same.

Last, we comment on differences between our renewal model approach and the Galton-Watson (GW) branching342

process used in [2]. Both models have significant dynamical disparities. Specifically, GW processes are truly only343

valid early in an epidemic, use a deterministic generation time and assume that the number of infected in the next344

generation only depend on those in the current generation. These characteristics make the GW process unsuitable345

for the analysis of elimination statistics [7], especially when the generation time distribution is known (a) to be346

non-degenerate, (b) to have long memory and (c) to determine the epidemic growth rate [20], [12].347

Further, our problem of interest is ill-defined for GW processes since, under these models, we always obtain348

t95 = 1 (time is now in generations). This follows as P(
∑∞

j=s+1 Ij = 0 | Is = 0) = 1. Our results therefore do not349

apply to GW processes and should not be expected to correspond with computations of the probability of extinction350

from [2]. Nevertheless, we make some key comparisons. In [2], increasing heterogeneity elevated the extinction351

probability of an epidemic by promoting early burn-out. This partially holds true for renewal models, but (a) mostly352

affects t0 and (b) is not meaningful here as we condition on a significant epidemic having existed.353

Since elimination measures only become an important consideration after t0 and for epidemics of notable size354

[16], [29], burn-out due to overdispersion does not benefit our analysis. The extra dynamics beyond t0, which355

do not exist for GW processes, form our problem of interest. However, the VM ratio behaviour of our control356

schemes (i)–(iii) is quite general and still works under GW models. In Fig. 6 we show that the GW process (top357
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panel) conserves the ordering of VM ratios from the renewal model (bottom panel), hence confirming the relative358

importance of sub-spreading control for achieving reliable elimination.359

DISCUSSION360

Understanding how transmission heterogeneity shapes the dynamics of diverse phases of an emerging epidemic361

is crucial if we are to safely and efficiently apply or relax interventions during those phases. While much research362

has focussed on super-spreading and the growing phases of epidemics, sub-spreading and the dynamics of waning363

infectious diseases have been understudied [9], [30]. In this paper we investigated both, by developing a general364

framework to measure how the variation or heterogeneity (embodied by k) around mean transmission at some time365

s (summarised by µs, the mean of Rs), engenders risk in the probability of epidemic elimination, zs.366

We extended the popular theory of transmission heterogeneity from [2] to precisely describe how variations367

(via VM ratios) in event reproduction numbers, Rs, manifest in fluctuations of the incidence, Is (see Fig. 1). The368

resulting proportional relationship meant that the Rs distribution directly modulates the observed Is curve [24].369

We then generalised the formulae of [15], [3] to derive how these variations propagate uncertainty onto zs. Since370

end-of-epidemic declarations depend on when zs crosses a confidence threshold, this uncertainty makes adjudging371

when an epidemic is over complex, risky and potentially costly [13], [16].372

Using our framework, we found that when epidemics are strongly heterogeneous, i.e. k < 1, the maximum and373

mean declaration times, relative to that of the last observed case, depend contrastingly on k (see Fig. 4). Although the374

average time to declaration decreases with k, supporting previous work linking heterogeneity to epidemic extinction375

[14], the concomitant increase in variability means that the safest declaration time actually increases and the risk376

of early or late declarations can be severely amplified. Variation originating from transmission heterogeneity is377

therefore not beneficial for achieving safe and reliable end-of-epidemic declarations.378

Consequently, we investigated if targeted control can ameliorate this end-of-epidemic volatility. We considered379

three control schemes (for the same mean level of control ρ), which were non-selective or targeted either super-380

or sub-spreading (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3). Intriguingly, we found that, because the controlled mean of the event381

reproduction numbers ρµs is below 1 at pre-elimination settings, curbing super-spreading only marginally improved382

on non-selective approaches. However, sub-spreading appeared to be the main contributor to end-of-epidemic383

declaration risk, meaning limiting those events can significantly reduce that risk; forcing the epidemic tail to384

be more deterministic and increasing the reliability of resulting intervention relaxation policies.385

This result, while new and surprising, is supported by current understanding. Overdispersed distributions have386

two defining characteristics: tall heads and fat tails [24], where head and tail refer to the left and right ends of387

our Rs distributions. Since ρµs < 1 near elimination and because we only start measuring time once a sequence388

of days with no cases appear (in accordance with official guidelines [16]) fat tail events are extremely unlikely to389
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affect epidemic dynamics. Consequently, it is the tall head i.e. the excess of events with Rs � ρµs, which are390

responsible for sustained overdispersion. Curbing sub-spreading suppresses this remaining source of risk.391

We validated these theories on empirical MERS-CoV, SARS and simulated EVD epidemics (where we conditioned392

on past incidence curves and simulated forward) and observed significant reductions in end-of-epidemic declaration393

time spread (see Fig. 5 and Fig. A.1) when sub-spreading was controlled. The conditions under which these effects394

were prominent (when k < 0.5) are realistic for these and many other infectious diseases [2], [26]. An efficient395

strategy for controlling and then reliably eliminating an epidemic might therefore re-direct interventions from396

targeting super-spreading to sub-spreading transmission as infections stop growing and start waning.397

Unfortunately, achieving the benefits of such strategies may be largely unrealistic. Predicting or simply identifying398

specific spreading event-types has proven difficult and hampered attempts at targeting super-spreading [8]. As sub-399

spreading frequently involves zero secondary cases, these events may be significantly harder to investigate. Intensive400

contact tracing and isolation schemes can help ameliorate some of these issues. Ongoing studies into associations401

among measurable traits, for example viral loads or symptom severity, and infectiousness or transmissibility, may402

also make identifying and curbing specific spreading events easier [34], [35]. However, even if these identification403

problems are overcome, policy resistance can nullify the benefits of targeted strategies [36].404

Despite these points, our analysis of spreading events and our framework have several practical implications. First,405

we showed that the benefits of curbing super-spreading diminish with incidence. If targeted control is more costly406

than population-wide surveillance measures, this can support policy switches as the epidemic wanes. Second, we407

exposed the inherent risk of control measures that neglect sub-spreading. This knowledge can evidence more risk-408

averse approaches to end-of-epidemic declarations, in line with works such as [14]. Third, key formulae within our409

framework (Eq. (2) – Eq. (8) and Eq. (10)) are valid for arbitrary reproduction number distributions. Consequently,410

we can test the influence of other types of heterogeneity (e.g. demographic or spatial effects) on epidemic lifetimes411

and even incorporate empirical effective reproduction number distributions when available.412

An important consequence of our analyses emerges from the mathematical analogue between control and case413

ascertainment [18]. Uniform, super-spreading and sub-spreading control are equivalent to constant, size-inverse and414

size-biased reporting. Size-biased reporting protocols are common in practice and generally include any sampling415

scheme that observes infectious events with likelihoods that grow with the number of secondary cases produced by416

that event [24]. We investigated a specific size-biased scheme, similar to that in [18], where sub-spreading events417

are unobserved. This leads (by analogy to our sub-spreading control results) to a drastic underestimation of the418

variance of possible elimination times exhibited by heterogeneous epidemics.419

Previously it was shown that the mean end-of-epidemic declaration time is biased by any type of under-reporting420

[15]. As a result, practical surveillance schemes, which will almost surely feature some degree of size-biased421
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reporting, are likely to promote simultaneously biased and overconfident end-of-epidemic declarations. These effects422

emphasise why sustained high quality epidemic monitoring is crucial for guiding the relaxation of interventions or423

the reopening of economies during the waning phases of outbreaks. In the absence of such monitoring our results424

recommend a more cautious approach to designating the end of an outbreak.425

While the results we have presented expose the complexities and biases in adjudging epidemic fade-out, there426

are some limitations to our analyses. We have assumed that the control effort or reporting rate of ρ can be realised427

with equal ease for both the uniform and selective strategies and that gamma or truncated gamma reproduction428

number distributions are sensible. These are necessary and standard assumptions for comparing strategies and429

sensibly summarising heterogeneity [2], [7] but their validity may depend on the disease being considered and the430

properties (e.g. contact networks) of the area under study. Scale may also matter. For example, across larger regions431

population-wide measures may more easily achieve a given ρ than more targeted ones.432

Moreover, we have not accounted for how interventions (e.g. lockdowns or quarantines) may alter the char-433

acteristics of serial interval and offspring distributions [37] and hence the adequacy of the renewal models we434

have employed or the realistic effectiveness of the strategies we have examined. While lack of data precludes435

improvement here, we note that our framework for investigating epidemic fade-out (a) is sufficiently general to436

handle empirical (and non-gamma) reproduction number distributions if such knowledge becomes available and (b)437

applies to the waning phases of the epidemic, after most drastic changes would likely have already occurred.438

Our framework provides a general toolkit for testing hypotheses about targeted controls or case ascertainment439

schemes and measuring their influence on end-of-epidemic declaration times. It can also be easily extended to440

include additional factors such as imported cases or to investigate other types of heterogeneity (e.g. age-based441

reproduction numbers) [15]. As the current COVID-19 pandemic underscores, much still remains unknown about442

the relative merits of elimination approaches, e.g. “zero COVID” strategies [11], and the influence of heterogeneity443

[4]. Improved understanding of epidemic dynamics can only aid preparedness and decision-making. We hope that444

our framework, which exposed unexpected consequences of understudied spreading events [19], can contribute445

towards this goal and help inform safe intervention relaxation and end-of-epidemic declaration strategies.446
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APPENDIX516

A. Declaration time histograms for SARS and EVD517

Fig. A.1: Declaration times for different conditioned incidence curves. We simulate 2000 future trajectories of
zero case-days, conditioned on the incidence data of the SARS epidemic in Hong Kong in 2003 (top) [22] and the
simulated incidence from for EVD (bottom) [33]. We generate trajectories by sampling from the R∞s+1 distributions
for uniform (green), super-spreading (red) and sub-spreading (blue) control measures and plot corresponding 95%
declaration times (t95). The uniform and super-spreading results largely overlap. All times are relative to that of the
last observed case and assume ρµ = 0.5. As in the main text, we see that sub-spreading control is most effective at
reducing the variability among possible t95 and hence increases the reliability of any end-of-epidemic declaration.
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